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     In the past weeks, we have witnessed and engaged in the uprisings decrying

anti-Black violence at the hands of law enforcement and vigilantes. As noted in my

last essay about the racialization of what is named a riot vs. an uprising, I invited

you to think with me about these forms of racialization. We have seen myriad

statements from corporations, universities, and other entities addressing not only

this moment but also sometimes, as Dean Valerie Kinloch did in her statement, the

larger movement and what it demands of us all, particularly of Black people. The

American Studies Association’s president released a statement that named this

time of global protest as not just an uprising but a rebellion. This statement also

made the important distinction that a rebellion is not a revolution, appropriately

citing Grace Lee Boggs and Jimmy Boggs.

 

     I am inviting you, again, to think with me about the calls for action and demands

we have heard and in which some of us have participated. For many, these weeks

have provided wake-up calls, an amazing amount of free webinars, and calls for

specific actions. One action in particular has been a demand to defund the police.

What does this mean?

 

     In our Pitt School of Education’s first school-wide in 2018-2019, we engaged with

the book, All American Boys, which focused on two teenagers, one Black and

subjected to white police violence, and one white, in relation with family and

community members who were close with the white officer. That book was chosen

specifically to reckon with a largely white police force inflicting harm on Black

young bodies. We can now connect that book with this past year’s school-wide read,

Dr. Bettina Love’s We Want to do More than Survive: Abolitionist Teaching and

the Pursuit of Educational Freedom. If we are to engage in abolitionist teaching,

then we must engage with the question of the presence of law enforcement, known

as safety officers in K-12 schools and campus police at higher education institutions.

Jonell Joshua for NPR

"For children of color, we see
that this leads to a 

hyper-criminalization and a
way that people perceive

them to be criminal, even if
they are just being children."
- Monique Morris, Author of

Pushout

https://www.npr.org/2020/06/23/881608999/why-theres-a-push-to-get-police-out-of-schools
https://www.education.pitt.edu/sites/default/files/The-racializing-context-of-uprisings-riots-and-rebellions.pdf
https://www.education.pitt.edu/desk-dean-june-1-2020
https://www.theasa.net/about/news-events/announcements/asa-presidents-statement-black-lives-matter-rebellion-2020
https://www.brendankiely.com/all-american-boys
http://www.beacon.org/We-Want-to-Do-More-Than-Survive-P1446.aspx


     To contend with the long-standing demand to defund the police, it is also a

wise move for us to start with history.  For this demand, that means an examination

of what has been defunded nationwide to allow for schools’ formal education

budgets to lean into funding armed police officers. School nurses have been

defunded. School counselors have been defunded. Mental health facilities have

been shuttered.  Schools have been closed in predominantly Black neighborhoods

and cities including but not limited to New Orleans, Chicago, and Philadelphia.

Consequently, police officers have become first responders to myriad social issues,

including mental health crises that too often end with death, as was the case for

Deborah Danner in 2016. 

    

     When we hear children say, “don’t be sick on Tuesday because the nurse is

in another school that day,” we as education leaders must speak up and disrupt

through our direct teaching and work in communities that have invited us to be in

collaboration. We must disrupt this cringe-worthy and racist policy of over-policing

in schools because it exists in direct relationship to the fact that school safety

officers are in some schools every…single...day while nurses and counselors

focused on the health and wellness of students and educators are not. Children in

wealthier neighborhoods are rarely subjected to this injustice because of the zip

code of their home. To contend with who is policed and who is not, we cannot shy

away from the deliberate segregation and depletion of many lower-income and

working class neighborhoods.  The gap of who is surveilled and even tossed

across a classroom for using a mobile phone speaks to who is allowed to be

human, to be free. This is a mirror of what our values as a society are.  And we can

change them.

Jake Mysliwczyk for Pittsburgh Current

https://www.pittsburghcurrent.com/education-advocates-pushing-for-removal-of-police-from-schools/
https://www.aclu.org/issues/juvenile-justice/school-prison-pipeline/cops-and-no-counselors
https://www.colorlines.com/articles/nypd-officer-kills-deborah-danner-mentally-ill-black-woman
https://www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-girl-thrown-punishment-unfair-20151029-story.html


 

     Arundhati Roy’s 2020 essay taught us that the pandemic, now with well over

400,000 deaths across the planet, is a portal to the possibility of imagining a new

world into existence, one in which we can step lightly and turn away from personal

property interests. With the pandemic still surging, the United States is sadly the

global leader in lives lost to COVID-19, approaching 120,000 deaths at the time of

this writing.  Moreover, the U.S. is courting more danger with fast re-openings and

some peoples’ disregard for safety measures. However, this moment is also an

opening for us to reconfigure how we are, how to step through this portal, as Roy

put it, with lightened baggage, not dragging with us carcasses of avarice, hatred,

and planet-killing industries.

 
     At the same time, the

global uprisings and

rebellion with calls to

defund the police are also

in response to a pandemic

—in this case, the pandemic

of white supremacy, which

also has severe public

health effects for Black,

Indigenous and other

people of color. In his
powerful essay, scholar Brian Lozenski, writing from the Twin Cities, address how

racism is a public health crisis and what the long history of the Black Radical

tradition can teach us how to imagine a new world into existence. Now is a time

when there are specific demands to reckon with the relationship between policing

and education. At its most succinct phrasing, Robert Reich defines defunding the

police as a means of switching from social control to social investment. More

simply put: defunding the police can mean empowering and funding the peoples’

needs.

Ben & Jerry's

WHAT MIGHT DEFUNDING THE
POLICE MEAN FOR UNIVERSITIES?

     Student activists at the University of Minnesota have articulated their demand

clearly, holding a rally on campus with the message: “Get the police off our

campus.” This demonstration and demand took place in the state where, on May

25, 2020, George Floyd literally had his breath and life squeezed out of him by a

police officer who placed his knee on his neck for over eight minutes while

casually keeping his hands in his pockets, as three other officers looked on and did

nothing, engaging complicitly in the murder of George Floyd. 

https://www.benjerry.com/whats-new/2020/06/defund-the-police?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=convert&utm_term=photo&utm_content=defund-the-police
https://www.ft.com/content/10d8f5e8-74eb-11ea-95fe-fcd274e920ca
https://www.google.com/search?q=covid+count+usa&oq=COVID+count+US&aqs=chrome.0.0l6.4699j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://truthout.org/articles/the-black-radical-tradition-can-help-us-imagine-a-more-just-world/?eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=2404261d-6a36-4ba2-80d9-9b6f22e2f1af
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/jun/20/defund-the-police-social-control-investment-donald-trump-protests-race-george-floyd


Scholars for Social Justice subsequently released a statement about policing on

campus and how it is usually not referenced in the myriad statements college

presidents have issued regarding racial injustice following Floyd’s death.

 

     Even actions that appear to be reparative can quickly be contained by logics

of marginalizing “othered” histories. In The Reorder of Things, Roderick Ferguson

traced how the creation of college departments of ethnic studies, Black studies,

and Women’s and Gender Studies in the wake of the 1960s Civil Rights movements

have resulted in those knowledge systems being enclosed and their revolutionary

potential tamped down under the weight of bureaucratic procedures and failure

to retain Black, Indigenous, and other faculty of color. All of these actions have

fed the funds of policing. Reclaiming the funds of policing can help us reimagine a

non-neoliberal university, a space where decolonizing is a constant practice. This

is a substantial shift that can happen when bystanders become co-conspirators,

policies appropriately name the problem, and long-term shifts in mindsets

transform higher education. They can be changed into institutions where the

dismissal of some epistemologies and the measuring and policing of tone and

activities are suspended so that universities function as places where learning and

knowledge are central to the mission and, furthermore, are answerable to the

peoples whose lands upon which universities sit and to the peoples who have been

barred from entry and advancement.

     Defunding can mean

many things, from the literal

budgetary coffers to the

practices that deplete the

intellectual power of a

department like ethnic

studies. As Robin D.G. Kelley

put it in a recent, again

free, panel about defunding

the police, ethnic studies

departments were created

not just so that some

peoples may learn about

their histories that were erased from U.S. history textbooks but also to literally alter

how we know and continue to study history itself. I offer this example because, for

many, defunding the police raises concerns about people in their immediate family.

I invite you to see it as opening and transformation in how schools and society

operate can act from a place of plenitude rather than enclosure and austerity.

 

Charlie Riedel/AP

https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/story/2020-06-11/george-floyd-protests-missouri-to-california
http://scholarsforsocialjustice.com/ssj-statement-on-police-violence-and-universities/
https://www.upress.umn.edu/book-division/books/the-reorder-of-things


     First and always, we must know the histories and current manifestations of

surveillance and the struggle for freedom. I have my own analysis that includes the

rise of the militarization of the police. I have been close to law enforcement

officers and have witnessed the training they undergo, which underscores

maintaining power at all times and has little reckoning of the anti-Blackness and

erasure of Indigeneity that continues to pulse through this nation’s logics and

practices. As a reader, I have learned from abolitionists like Mariame Kaba that

the history of law enforcement in the United States is grounded in the vigilante

‘slave catchers’ who were socialized to see Black people as property. I have also

studied and learned from Dalit women, who defy caste segregation and fugitive

leaders such as Harriet Tubman who literally stole back Black lives from the chains

of slavery. My analysis helps me as an educator to know that defunding the police

is part of the struggle for freedom for all. As educators, we know, in our core, that

mindsets, logics, and practices can be shifted. That is our calling as educators: to

educate not for social reproduction but for justice and liberation. Anything less is

perpetuating existing power relationships and literal abilities to live or to die,

delivered through various institutions’ practices wrought upon stolen lives on stolen

land.

 

WHAT ARE THE NEXT STEPS TO TAKE?

Smithsonian/Library of Congress

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/158-resources-understanding-systemic-racism-america-180975029/
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/158-resources-understanding-systemic-racism-america-180975029/
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/158-resources-understanding-systemic-racism-america-180975029/
https://www.publicaffairsbooks.com/titles/radley-balko/rise-of-the-warrior-cop/9781610392129/


      I do not ask you to share my analysis about defunding the police, but I do ask

you to consider deeply the pervasiveness of carcerality, which is the widespread

shared mindset that social control and containment is the only way to operate. As

Pitt doctoral student Briana Rodriguez articulated in a panel discussion during an

international conference plenary session, “to put people in jails is to say that they

cannot be changed.” We also put people in cages when we have decided that

they are not worthy of freedom. I ask you to suspend the worthiness-driven

examination of what this or that Black, brown or Indigenous person may have done

to justify their death. This story about the New Yorker’s latest cover art by Kadir

Nelson is a crystalized lesson about the

 longevity of Black death at the hands of

law enforcement and self-appointed

vigilantes. Let us not forget that long

before George Floyd was killed, 7-year-old

Ayanna Stanley-Jones was shot seven times

and died in her own home. The officer who

killed her is still on active duty. The March

13 murder of Breonna Taylor, fueled by

a no-knock warrant has been addressed in

just one way, this past Tuesday, with

one of the many officers involved being

fired. None of the officers face

criminal charges. This impunity has been

long-standing and has recently been

rocked by the global uprisings. I also ask

you to sit with the contradiction

that lies between demanding the arrest of 

 l police officers who have harmed and killed people without cause and abolition

as a release from a punishment-obsessed society. These are not easy or swift

moves to do. They require action but also constant reflection.

 

     I ask you to imagine what kind of strength amidst the most harrowing pain

Mamie Till experienced upon learning that her son, Emmett, who had been

kidnapped in the middle of the night, was found two days later, beaten to death.

Mamie Till demanded that the casket holding his 14-year-old body be open so that

people had to witness the racist-fueled brutal violence that robbed her of her son.

Many of the resources that are linked in this essay and listed below are from Black

women. Sit with that work for freedom that benefits all.

 

https://www.newyorker.com/culture/cover-story/cover-story-2020-06-22
https://www.culturetype.com/2020/06/14/kadir-nelsons-new-yorker-cover-is-a-monument-to-george-floyd-and-reminder-of-long-history-of-violence-against-black-people-in-america/


Let us heed the words of James Baldwin who said to America,

as a form of patriotism, “How can I believe what you say when I see what you do?”

In addition to the links provided in this essay, below are some Twitter accounts

and resources to follow to learn from the daily organizing to

de-militarize the police and move towards abolition.

Read more. Read together. Watch and participate in the many free webinars

taking place, including the upcoming programming from the SOE and the Center

for Urban Education’s Summer Educator Forum. Talk through these ideas. If you

think this is not the time to consider defunding the police, you echo the fact that

every social movement which benefitted millions was always seen as “not the right

time.” It always the right time to move and act for justice.

With wishes for safety and justice,

Associate Dean for Equity and Justice Leigh Patel

Defunding the police could also materially change the food desert in the Hill

District, which neighbors Oakland, and for some of Pitt’s buildings, is literally

underneath the university. Put another way, defunding the police would allow for

refunding peoples’ basic needs: food, shelter free from violence, access to

healthcare, education, and freedom from a nation that still struggles to reconcile

its deeds with its actions.

I also ask you to imagine what it might mean, for one example, for the Hill

District to have social responders, members of that neighbor-hood skilled in

restorative justice, to be their community’s first responders to a call for mental

health support.

@prisonculture 
@BlackAndPinkOrg 
@DefyanTam
@DellaVMosley 
@professionallyp 
@Academics4BSW 
@e_marronage
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https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/ep4xy7/what-does-defund-and-abolish-the-police-mean
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/59ead8f9692ebee25b72f17f/t/5b65cd58758d46d34254f22c/1533398363539/CR_NoCops_reform_vs_abolition_CRside.pdf
https://www.cue.pitt.edu/cuesef-2020-crisis-pedagogies-communities-education-and-public-good
https://twitter.com/prisonculture
https://twitter.com/BLACKandPINKorg
https://twitter.com/DefyanTam
https://twitter.com/DellaVMosley
https://twitter.com/professionallyp
https://twitter.com/Academics4BSW
https://twitter.com/e_marronage


Yes, We Mean Literally Abolish The Police by Mariame Kaba
Repurposing Our Pedagogies: Abolitionist Teaching in a
Global Pandemic, a series of three webinars sponsored by
Education for Liberation and Critical Resistance

 Community Review Boards and alternative strategies
 Interrupting Criminalization - #DefundPolice Toolkit
 Police-free Schools toolkit
 Alternatives to Policing posters

The following resources were passed along courtesy of  
Dr. Sharon Ross:

Matt M. McKnight/Crosscut

education.pitt.edu

https://crosscut.com/2020/06/seattle-police-have-never-belonged-our-labor-council
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/12/opinion/sunday/floyd-abolish-defund-police.html?searchResultPosition=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=39A0qBGb7WM
https://www.fastcompany.com/90514184/these-posters-help-you-picture-alternatives-to-policing
https://advancementproject.org/wp-content/uploads/ActionKitView/index.html#page=1
https://www.interruptingcriminalization.com/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12q4eWZQzwIj-EFrLUU2XbnLipKnXIuxG/view
education.pitt.edu
https://twitter.com/PittEducation
https://www.instagram.com/pitteducation/
https://www.facebook.com/PittSOE/
https://www.youtube.com/user/pittsoe
https://www.linkedin.com/school/pitt-soe/



